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Bifrost enables archives to create and restore  
high quality digital media through the streamlining  
and automation of  many once-specialised tasks  
and processes. It is a unique solution using a  highly  
cost effective and efficient workflow. 

4
With our unique Universal Optics you can scan film from 8mm up to 70mm 
and every format in between without changing the optics. 

Award winning automated and 
manual tools for video and film 
restoration.

Real Time 4K image processing. 
Noise Reduction
Dust Removal
Frame Rate conversion
Upscale

Thor is a hardware processor designed 
for running the most  demanding algo-
rithms in 4K real-time or faster. 

It is capable of   processing image 
sequences or video signals for tape 
or live  operation.

Nucoda is the premium colour grading 
and finishing solution for feature films, 
commercials and broadcast applications.

It combines a creative tool set, and a very 
tight integration with the Avid workflow 
including full support for Interplay.  
 
Control surface support includes Precision 
and Element Panels

Loki \ˈlō-kē\
Automation for image processing, giving access to Digital Vision’s legendary algorithms 
and image science. The Loki automation software has a easy to use interface and allows 
users to create presets  to apply to image sequences“

Loki Control 
a web based application that allows users to easily set up, manage  and monitor batch 
processes using presets created in Loki.

Archive Scanner with Universal Optics

Golden Eye

Archive Bridge

Bifrost

Automated & semi-automated 
film and video restoration

Phoenix

Colour Grading and Finishing

Nucoda

Automation for Image Processing

Loki

Realtime 4K | HD Processing

Thor


